Abstract. In their work, Serre and Swinnerton-Dyer study the congruence properties of the Fourier coefficients of modular forms. We examine similar congruence properties, but for the coefficients of a modified Taylor expansion about a CM point τ . These coefficients can be shown to be the product of a power of a constant transcendental factor and an algebraic integer. In our work, we give conditions on τ and a prime number p that, if satisfied, imply that p m divides the algebraic part of all the Taylor coefficients of f of sufficiently high degree. We also give effective bounds on the largest n such that p m does not divide the algebraic part of the n th Taylor coefficient of f at τ that are sharp under certain additional hypotheses.
Introduction and statement of results
Let f = a n q n be a (holomorphic) modular form of weight k on SL 2 (Z) with integral Fourier coefficients, where q = e 2πiz . It is well known that the derivative of a modular form is not generally a modular form. However, it is possible to define a non-holomorphic derivative ∂ which preserves modularity but not holomorphicity. Furthermore, this derivative gives rise to a Taylor series expansion, (1) (
that converges for |w| < 1 and thereby gives a well-defined description of f on the upper half of the complex plane (see, for example, Secion 5.1 of [9] .) Remark 1. In this last respect, equation (1) is a more useful expansion than the standard Taylor series f (n) (z)
, which only converges in a disk.
Congruences of Fourier coefficients have been studied extensively. Ramanujan famously observed that σ 11 (n) ≡ τ (n) (mod 691), and since then Deligne and others have constructed a deep theory of congruence properties of Fourier series using Galois representations [4] , [6] , [7] . In fact, these ideas play a central role in Wiles' proof of Fermat's Last Theorem [8] .
We will instead study the congruence properties of the Taylor coefficients, relying on the theory of differential operators mod p as explored by Swinnerton-Dyer in [7] , rather than Galois representations. In general, the Taylor series coefficients are transcendental. However, for a modular form with integral Fourier coefficients and a CM point τ , we can express (∂ n f )(τ ) as (2) (∂ n f )(τ ) = t f (τ ; n)Ω k is not in general an algebraic integer. However, since the ring of almost holomorphic modular forms, within which the image of the ring of modular forms under ∂ n is a subspace, is a finitely generated ring, there is some algebraic number a such that we can set Ω τ = Ω * −d /a. This process can produce infinitely many different Ω τ , and our results are true for all of them; however, our results are most interesting for those Ω τ such that the algebraic integer t g (τ ; 0) has zero p-adic valuation for some almost holomorphic modular form g. We give an example of this at the start of Section 2.
In view of (1) and (2), congruences of the t f (τ ; n) translate into meaningful statements about the Taylor coefficients. Our first result shows that such Taylor coefficients become increasingly divisible by powers of p for half of the primes p. Theorem 1.1. Suppose that f is a holomorphic modular form of weight k with integer Fourier coefficients, and suppose τ is a CM point in Q(
for all integers m > 1 and n ≥ (m − 1)p 2 .
It turns out that when m ≤ k − 2, we have the following better bound. 
We conjecture that some additional hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 are unnecessary. More specifically, we conjecture the following: Conjecture 1.3. Suppose that f is a holomorphic modular form of weight k with integer Fourier coefficients, and suppose τ is a CM point in Q(
for all integers m > 1 and n ≥ This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the machinery that will be needed to prove our results. In Section 3, we prove a number of lemmas about differential operators mod p and mod p 2 . In Section 4, we introduce and prove several properties of a new "valuation" v that encodes certain useful divisibility properties of a modular form. The key to proving Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 depends on the results in Sections 2, 3, and 4 in an indirect way. We accumulate powers of p by keeping careful track of the powers of E p−1 -the Eisenstein series of weight p − 1-that factor into ∂ n f . Lemma 5.1 is the main device that allows us to translate these factors of E p−1 to factors of p dividing the t f (τ ; n). Section 5 includes this lemma and its proof and concludes with the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Preliminaries
The Eisenstein series E k of weight k are defined by
where B k is the k th Bernoulli number and σ k−1 is the (k − 1) th divisor function. For even k ≥ 4, the E k are modular forms of weight k. Following Ramanujan, we write P = E 2 , Q = E 4 , and R = E 6 . Note that P is not a modular form, but
transforms like a modular form of weight 2; that is, it satisfies P * (−1/z) = z 2 P * (z) and P * (z + 1) = P * (z). It is well known (see, for instance, [9] Proposition 4) that f is expressible as a polynomial in Q and R with coefficients in Q. Since f has weight k, every term a b,c Q b R c of this polynomial will satisfy k = 4b + 6c, which we call the weight of the monomial. We then can consider modular forms to be polynomials in Q, R all of whose monomials have the same weight. By declaring the weight of P and P * to be 2, quasimodular forms are defined as those holomorphic functions on the upper half plane expressible as polynomials in P, Q, R in which every monomial has the same weight. In addition, the almost holomorphic modular forms are defined as those functions expressible as polynomials in P * , Q, R in which every monomial has the same weight. Now that we have fixed our notation, we give an example of when the canonical transcendental factor Ω * −d is not an ideal choice of Ω τ and find a suitable algebraic multiple of Ω * −d .
. Consider when p = 7. Since
is not an algebraic integer, the canonical transcendental factor Ω * −7 is not an ideal choice of Ω τ . However, choosing Ω τ = Ω * −7
are algebraic integers for all n because
= 1323 are algebraic-in fact, rational-integers. For example, the Taylor series of the discriminant ∆ at τ is given by
Computation shows that t f (τ ; 50) = −3 11 ·5 5 ·7 11 ·31 ·113 ·184997 ·265541063 ·46132277325870502334416643.
As predicted by Theorem 1.1, t f (τ ; 50) ≡ 0 (mod 7 2 ).
2.1. Modular forms mod p m . For the rest of the paper, we will take p to be a fixed prime number satisfying p ≥ 5, and fix f to be a modular form of weight k with integral Fourier coefficients. Given a quasimodular form g with integer Fourier coefficients, we let g ∈ (Z/pZ) [[q] ] be the image of its Fourier series under reduction mod p. By the famous results of Von-Staudt Clausen and Kummer, we have the following congruences (see [4] , Chapter 10, Theorem 7.1).
Lemma 2.2. We have that
be the expression for g as a polynomial in P, Q, R, where Z (p) is the ring of integers localized at p. We denote by G the image of
Remark 4. While it is true that G = H implies that g = h, it is not the case that g = h implies that G = H. For example, Q and QR have power series that are congruent mod 7, but Q = QR as polynomials. Because of this important distinction, throughout this paper, we will be careful to keep track of which ring we are working in.
Because we have fixed p, we will drop the subscripts and write A = A p and
, we define the filtration w(f ) to be the least integer k ′ such that there exists a modular form g of weight k ′ with f = g. By a result of Swinnerton-Dyer (see [7] , Theorem 2), we have the following lemma.
In the previous remark, we saw that QR has power series congruent to Q mod 7, so it has filtration less than its weight. This is implied by the above lemma as A = R divides QR. By a result of Ramanujan, D is a derivation on the ring of quasimodular forms,
Differential
That is, Z (p) [P, Q, R] is closed under differentiation by D. The non-holomorphic derivative is defined by
, and sends almost holomorphic modular forms of weight k to almost holomorphic modular forms of weight k + 2. The following lemma gives information about the relationship between these two differential operators.
Proof. We induct on n. When n = 0 there is nothing to prove. It is easy to show that the differential operator ∂ is a derivation that sends Q to
, R to
, and P * to
12 . Let φ be the map that sends P to P * . By (7), we have
Hence, the lemma is valid for n + 1, and inducting is true for all n.
Another important relationship between D and ∂ is given by the following equation (see [9] , Section 5.1, Equation 56): For all nonnegative integers n, we have
We define a differential operator θ in the ring of modular forms by:
where ∂ is the (formal) partial derivative in the polynomial ring of quasimodular forms. It sends modular forms of weight k to modular forms of weight k + p + 1. Lemma 2.2 and (7) together show that θf has power series congruent to Df mod p.
The following result of Serre (see [6] , Section 2.2, Lemme 1) describes the filtration of modular forms mod p under the action of θ.
Lemma 2.6. For f in the ring of modular forms mod p, we have the following results: 
is a modular form of weight k + k ′ + 2n.
3. Differential operators mod p and mod p 2 3.1. Differential operators mod p. We now develop several results about the action of differential operators on modular forms and quasimodular forms mod p. In doing so, we will connect our two notions of derivative, first as a formal derivation on our polynomial rings in P, Q, R, and second as a operation on formal power series mod p. The important result in this section are Lemma 3.3, which shows that the operator D p preserves modularity mod p, and Lemma 3.6, which gives useful divisibility properties of modular forms under certain repeated applications of D p . Except where otherwise noted, all of the following lemmas apply in the ring (Z/pZ)[P, Q, R].
Proposition 3.1. Given p and k, let n be the unique integer such that 0 ≤ np−k + 1 < p. Then D np−k+1 f is congruent mod p to a modular form of weight 2np−k +2.
Proof. Evaluating the Rankin-Cohen bracket, we find
The left-hand side is a modular form and B is a modular form. Since the second binomial coefficient is a unit mod p (the upstairs term is between p and 2p, so it is not divisible by p), we must have that D np−k+1 f is congruent mod p to a modular form.
Proof. The second derivative D 2 A is a modular form mod p by Proposition 3.1 and has power series congruent to zero mod p by Lemma 2.2. Proof. We consider the cases when k ≡ 1 (mod p) and when k ≡ 1 (mod p) separately. First suppose k ≡ 1 (mod p). Pick n such that 0 ≤ np − k + 1 < p. By Proposition 3.1, we have D np−k+1 f is congruent mod p to a modular form of weight 2np − k + 2. Now pick m such that 0 ≤ mp
The left-hand side is a modular form and A is a modular form, so D p f must be a modular form mod p.
We now use the modularity of D p f mod p and D np−k+1 f mod p to prove results about divisibility by A mod p by finding modular forms of different weights with congruent power series (see Lemma 2.3). In the following propositions and subsequent lemma, these modular forms of different weights will come from applying the θ operator.
Proof. We use induction on r. Let r = 1. We have D p f ≡ Df as power series by Fermat's Little Theorem. Furthermore, Df ≡ θf as power series by the definition of θ and the fact that A has power series congruent to 1 mod p. Since D p f has weight 2p + k and θf has wight k + p + 1, we have that A divides D p f mod p, and in fact,
Proposition 3.5. Given p and k, let n be the unique integer such that
Proof. We have that the weight of θ np−k+1 f = k + (p + 1)(np − k + 1). Because D np−k+1 is a modular form mod p, we have D np−k+1 f ≡ θ np−k+1 f mod p. That is, there exists a modular form of weight 2np − k + 2 which is congruent to θ
with multiplicity given by
Proof. Working mod p, Proposition 3.4 gives
and Proposition 3.5 implies
Our above lemmas are only concerned with modular forms. The following proposition and corollary instead prove some useful results about differentiation of our simplest quasimodular form, P .
Proof. Recall (see (7)) that Q = P 2 − 12DP . So, working mod p, we have
Q is a modular form mod p (by Lemma 3.3, we have i ≡ 0 (mod p). Since we cannot have i ≥ p-the weight of X would then be at most 2-we must have i = 0, so D p P is a modular form mod p.
Proof. As a power series, D Proposition 3.9. Given p and k, let n be the unique integer such that 0 ≤ np
f is congruent to a modular form mod p 2 .
Proof. We evaluate the Rankin-Cohen bracket: 
We have the following expansion of the RankinCohen bracket:
When s > 0, the first binomial coefficient is divisible by p and D s A p is also divisible by p. So, working mod p 2 , we have
By Theorem 2.3, the left-hand side is a modular form, and since A p is modular form and p does not divide
f is a modular form mod p 2 .
The "valuation" v
In this section, we define a function v which behaves like a valuation with respect to the ideal (A p , p). The goal of this section is to understand the behavior of v under repeated applications of the differential operator D We define the function v :
In other words, v(f ) is the sum the p-adic valuation of f and the supremum of the set of all nonnegative integers i such that f is expressible as f = A pi G for some quasimodular form G.
Note that v(Df ) ≥ v(f ) ≥ 0 for all quasimodular forms f and v(f g) ≥ v(f )+v(g) for all quasimodular forms f and g.
Remark 6. We have used quotation marks around the word "valuation" because in general we do not have the equality v(f g) = v(f ) + v(g), so v is not technically a valuation. Proof. It suffices to show that D p 2 f ≡ A 2p + pA p N (mod p 2 ) for some modular forms M and N . By Lemma 3.3, we can write D p f = M + pG(P ), where M is a polynomial in Q and R and G(P ) = i X i P i is a polynomial in P with coefficients X i that are polynomials in Q and R. We claim that A p M + p i X i A p−i B i is a modular form with power series congruent to D p f . Since A p ≡ 1 (mod p 2 ), the first term has power series congruent to M ; recalling that B ≡ P (mod p) and A ≡ 1 (mod p) as power series, it is clear that pX i A p−i B i ≡ pX i P i (mod p 2 ). Hence, in the ring of power series, D 
